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ABSTRACT 

Various kinds of the Advanced Driving Assistance Systems (ADAS) and Intelligent Transport 

Systems (ITS) devices were put into practical use today. However high-level systems such as 

the pre-crash brake didn’t become common because of the costs for the practical use. Based 

on this situation, a simple and effective system is needed in Japan and many countries. 

Therefore we focused on optimizing the methods of presenting information regarding Advisory 

Intelligent Speed Adaptation (ISA) based on the characteristics of driver. At first we carried out 

a real-vehicle experiment and questionnaire to investigate the driver behavior. Secondly we 

categorized driver characteristics. At last we carried out a driving simulator (DS) experiment to 

optimize the methods of presenting information for each driver groups. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The ADAS and ITS devices are very effective to prevent traffic accidents. However there are 

differences in the effectiveness and ease of distribution among some devices. We think there is 

negative correlation between effectiveness and ease of distribution of the system. The systems 

which can control the vehicle velocity such as the pre-crash brake system and voluntary ISA 

(braking control type) have high-level effectiveness but they are difficult to become common 

use, because they need advanced sensors and control units. In contrast, the systems which 

are easy to distribution show low–level effectiveness, because they can’t control the vehicle 

behavior directly. Based on these situations, we thought a simple and effective system was 

needed in Japan and many countries. Therefore we focused on the advisory ISA. The 

advantage of the advisory ISA is a simple framework. It uses only a GPS as sensor and it can 

be set up easily. However if the system doesn’t match driver characteristics, the effect of 

system becomes small. To prevent this problem, optimizing Human-Machine interface (HMI) is 

very important. Therefore our research objective is optimizing HMI of the advisory ISA based 

on the driver characteristics. To optimize HMI, we set up three research phases. 
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1st phase: Driver characteristics investigation 

  In the first phase, we carried out a real-vehicle experiment and questionnaire to investigate 

characteristics of driver. 

2nd phase: Categorizing driver characteristics 

  In the second phase, we carried out cluster and factor analysis to make some driver groups 

based on the result of investigation in the first phase. 

3rd phase: Optimizing HMI for each driver groups 

  In the final phase, we carried out a driving simulator (DS) experiment for optimizing HMI of 

ISA system for each driver groups. 

 

2. DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS INVESTIGATION 

 

Constructing basic ISA device for real-vehicle experiment 

  We constructed a basic ISA device for a real-vehicle experiment by ourselves. Fig.1 shows a 

configuration of our system. 

GPS
Position data

CPU
Data handling

Audio Speaker
Beep sounds

LED indicator
Visual information

 

Fig.1 Configuration of the system 

 

The system detects own position and velocity based on a GPS position data. The sampling 

rate of a GPS is 1 sec. The own velocity is detected based on distance which is obtained by 

comparing the current GPS data with the last one. The system also detects the distance 

between own position and an intersection from comparing the position of a GPS with 

intersection position which was preprogrammed in the system. Our system presents the speed 

alarm and intersection reminder to the driver. The speed alarm worked when the vehicle 

exceeded 30km/h. When it works, the system presents loud beep sounds and red LED lighting 

until the velocity becomes under 30km/h. And when the vehicle gets close to an intersection 

within 50m (Time to Collision (TTC) is 3sec), the system operates as the intersection reminder. 

When it works, the system presents different beep sounds and the blue LED lighting until the 

vehicle goes through the intersection. It’s one of the features that this device doesn’t depend 

on the vehicle regarding the power supply or velocity signal and all. We think that this feature 

is very important to make the ISA system becomes common to reduce traffic accidents. 
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Experimental course 

  We carried out a real-vehicle experiment to investigate the driving behavior on actual roads 

both using our ISA system and without it. Japan has a lot of traffic accidents in or near an 

intersection and approximately 50% of fatalities are pedestrians and bicycles. Therefore Japan 

police agency will start Zone-30 project from 2013. Based on these situations we set up a 

experimental course. Fig.2 shows the characteristic of experimental course. This course is 

constructed by 4 roads and 5 intersections. These roads are supposed to be in the area of 

Zone-30.  

Road IV
Length:372m

Lane:1  Width:2.8m

road Ⅰ
Length:445m  

Lane:1  Width:4.9m

road II
Length:188m 

Lane:2  Width:3.0m

road III
Length:432m  

Lane:1  Width:3.6m

intersection A

intersection B

intersection C

intersection D

intersection E

 

Fig.2 Experimental course 

 

Experimental environment 

  Test subject were 17 males who have own vehicle (mean age ± SD: 23.9±5.3 years old). We 

got the informed consent from the test subjects, regarding the contents of the experiment, 

operation of ISA device and course of experiment. And the test subjects ran 3 laps around the 

experimental course each without system and using system.  

We used a data logger to record the vehicle velocity and running position et al. This data 

classified the driving behavior of each driver.  

 

Questionnaire 

  We used the Driving Style Questionnaire (DSQ) and the Workload Sensitivity Questionnaire 

(WSQ) to clarify the driving characteristics of driver. They are 4-level questionnaire. The DSQ 

has 18 items and the WSQ has 38 items. They were proposed by Japanese researcher 

Ishibashi et al. Therefore we used both the real-vehicle data and questionnaires to investigate 

characteristics of driver. 
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3. CATEGORIZING DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 
  We conducted cluster analysis and factor analysis to categorize driver characteristics based 

on the result of investigation. 

 

Variables for categorizing driver characteristics 

  To use cluster and factor analysis, we set up 15 variables based on the result of a 

real-vehicle experiment and the questionnaires. Table 1 shows the detail of used variables.  

 

Table 1 Variables for categorizing driver characteristics 

4 state

variables

11

 questionnaire

The reduction of velocity by using ISA system (2 : cruising & intersection velocity)

The difference between maximum velocity and 30km/h (2 : using & without system)

7 DSQ items (impatience, methodical trend et al.)

4 WSQ items (control operation, in vehicle environment et al.)  

 

Cluster analysis and Factor analysis 

  We used the Ward method to calculate a distance between each variable. Fig.3 shows the 

result of cluster analysis and tendency of each driver group.  
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Amenable group
>understands objective of the system

>slows down when system work 

Flexible group
>drives flexibly

>judges to conform or non-conform the system 
based on traffic environment

Nervous group
>has tendency of worrier

>doesn't like system operation

Useless group
>drives not so fast velocity when without system

>non-conform the system when using it

 

Fig.3 Result of cluster analysis 

 

Based on the result of cluster analysis, we determined 4 driver groups “Amenable”, “Flexible”, 

“Nervous” and “Useless”. The cluster analysis showed that the Amenable group and Flexible 

group has similar driving behavior. They drove at about 40km/h. It’s faster than the Nervous 

group and Useless group. In contrast, the Nervous group drove at about 30km/h and Useless 
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group drove at about 35 km/h. It would appear that the Amenable group and Flexible group 

are accustomed to car driving. In terms of acceptability of the system, the Amenable and 

Nervous group complied with the system. In contrast, the Flexible and Useless group did not 

comply with the system sometimes. Test subject #e was observed as a dangerous driver. He 

drove in too fast velocity regardless of whether using or without system. This kind of tendency 

is very important to be investigated for preventing traffic accidents. However the characteristic 

of these drivers were not common, because it was observed only one person. Therefore we 

didn’t focus on this kind of driver in this paper.  
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Fig.4 Result of factor analysis 

 

  We also carried out factor analysis to investigate the driving characteristics. Fig.4 shows the 

result of factor analysis. A factor analysis showed the relation between the deceleration-effect 

in velocity and system acceptability. As one of the tendency, the Amenable group and Nervous 

group which showed high effectiveness of the system in cluster analysis and also showed 

high-level acceptability of the system in factor analysis. The Flexible group showed low level 

acceptability of the system and covers a lot of territory regarding deceleration-effect. The 

Useless group showed the middle level system acceptability and low level deceleration-effect. 

In general, the results of cluster analysis and factor analysis showed same tendency. Therefore, 

we think this classification is appropriate. 

 

Discussion regarding classification 

  Fig.5 shows the relation between intelligibility and effectiveness of the system. The 

Amenable group showed high intelligibility and effectiveness. They understood objective of the 

system and slowed down the velocity according to the system. It is an ideal condition 
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regarding the system operation. The Nervous group showed high acceptability in factor 

analysis. However in terms of intelligibility, they showed a tendency that checking a 

speed-meter many times when using the system not to operate the alarm. It means that the 

Nervous group paid attention to the system. Therefore they paid too little attention to other 

vehicles or pedestrians and so on. It can be said that this situation increases the risk of traffic 

accidents. The Flexible group showed low level intelligibility and effectiveness of the system. It 

is contemplated that they thought running at 30km/h was too slow to drive on some roads. 

Therefore, this ISA system was intrusive for the Flexible group. The Useless group showed low 

level effectiveness and middle level intelligibility. They drove at about 35km/h and they 

thought it was safety velocity and they ignored the system operation. Therefore the system is 

useless for the Useless group. Based on these characteristics of each group, we focused on the 

Flexible group and Nervous group because they showed low level intelligibility of the system.  

 

System intelligibility

System
effectiveness

Amenable

Nervous

Flexible

Useless

high

low

high

low

 

Fig.5 Relation between intelligibility and effectiveness of the system 

 

4. OPTIMIZING HMI FOR EACH DRIVER GROUP 
The third research phase is optimizing HMI for each driver group. In this phase, we carried 

out a driving simulator experiment to optimize the HMI of ISA system for each driver group 

which were categorized based on a driver characteristics investigation. 

 

Experiment environment 

The driving simulator with 3 screens was used in an experiment. Fig.6 shows the 

construction of driving simulator. An experimental course was simulated a radiance area. We 

investigated the road dimension of actual 50 intersections where traffic accidents had 

happened and we re-created 13 intersections on the simulator. We obtained velocity, driving 

operation et al. Test subjects were the Flexible group and the Nervous group.  
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Fig.6 Construction of Driving Simulator 

 

Experimental protocol 

  For optimizing HMI of the system, we set up a display and audio speakers as a way of 

presenting information to driver and we adjusted the timing of presenting information, 

presenting sequence and an acoustic frequency of beep sounds for each driver group. The 

system presented information to driver when a vehicle approached an intersection and 

exceeded 30km/h as same as the system operation for real-vehicle. Table 2 shows the 

experimental protocol.  

 

Table 2 Experimental protocol regarding Driving Simulator experiment 

30 to 35 km/h over 35 km/h
50m from

an intersection
approach to an intersection

and over 30km/h

sounds 0.5 kHz beep sounds 3.7 kHz beep sounds
1.0 kHz beep sounds

(until through an intersection)
1.0 kHz beep sounds

(until through an intersection)

visual
icon

Slow sown !! Slow sown !! Approach to an intersection Approach to an intersection

sounds 3.7 kHz beep sounds 3.7 kHz beep sounds
1.0 kHz beep sounds

(until through an intersection)
1.0 kHz beep sounds

(until through an intersection)

visual
icon

Slow sown !! Slow sown !! Approach to an intersection Approach to an intersection

sounds 3.7 kHz beep sounds 3.7 kHz beep sounds
0.5 kHz single sound

( 2 second)
approach to an intersection

and over 30km/h

visual
icon

Slow sown !! Slow sown !! Approach to an intersection Slow down !!

: Coaching type : Teaching type

Intersection reminder

SYSTEM
Type 1

SYSTEM
Type 2

SYSTEM
Type 3

Speed alarm
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We set up the three protocols. They were set up as the teaching types and coaching type. 

The teaching type is a high annoyance system. It presents high frequency sounds or it 

continues to operate until the vehicle goes through the intersection. In contrast, the coaching 

type is less intrusive than teaching type. It presents low frequency sounds or it stops 

presenting information when vehicle approaches to the intersection in low velocity. The system 

type 1 is the coaching type regarding speed alarm. The system type 2 and 3 are the teaching 

type. In a case of intersection reminder, type 1 and 2 are the teaching type and type 3 is the 

coaching type. 

 

Experimental result 

  Fig.7 shows the example of experimental result. The cruising velocity became under 30km/h 

when the driver used the system.  Some different tendencies were observed among 3 

systems. It was especially observed in velocity at an intersection. Fig.8 shows the result of 

intersection velocity. 
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Fig.7 Experimental result 
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Fig.8 Intersection velocity 
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In the Flexible group, the teaching system was better to make the driver drive slowly than 

coaching system at an intersection which is easy to recognize. However, the coaching system 

was more effective than teaching system at a difficult to recognize intersection. It is because 

that the coaching system gives information to driver as an advice however the teaching system 

gives information as an alarm. Therefore, if driver notified an intersection before system 

operation, the coaching system was not effective to velocity reduction. In contrast, if the 

system worked before driver found an intersection, a driver couldn’t understand the meaning 

of information which was given by the teaching system. However, the coaching system 

encourages a driver to pay attention to an intersection. It is thought that the coaching system 

was effective for the Flexible drivers.  

In the Nervous group, the teaching system was more effective than coaching system 

regardless of recognition of an intersection. It is thought that there was same reason in the 

case of easy to recognize intersection. In terms of the difficulty to recognize intersection, it is 

thought that the Nervous group couldn’t understand what to do when the coaching system 

worked. It is because that the Nervous group is not accustomed to drive a vehicle and they 

have a tendency of worrier. Therefore the teaching system is effective for the Nervous group. 

 

5. CONCLUSION  
In this study, we focused on optimizing HMI of the Advisory ISA based on driver 

characteristics. We set up three research phase. At first we investigated driver behavior and 

characteristics by the real-vehicle experiment and questionnaires which are called DSQ/WSQ. 

For this investigation, we constructed a basic ISA device for a real-vehicle. We used this device 

in a real-vehicle experiment and we set up the experimental course in residence area. Based 

on the investigation of driver characteristics, we categorized the test subjects into driver 

groups for optimizing HMI. As a result of categorizing, we determined 4 driver groups 

“Amenable”, “Flexible”, “Nervous” and “Useless”. We focused on the Flexible group and 

Nervous group, because these two groups showed low level intelligibility of the system. 

Therefore, we carried out the driving simulator experiment to optimize the HMI of ISA system. 

We set up two types of presenting information. The teaching type presented the information as 

an alarm and coaching type presented the information as an advice. As a result of the driving 

simulator experiment, the teaching system showed high effectiveness for lowering the velocity 

in an intersection which is easy to recognize. In the intersection which is difficult to recognize, 

the teaching system was effective for the Nervous group and coaching system was effective for 

the Flexible group. 

 

6. FUTURE SUBJECTS 

Additional experiment for Amenable and Useless group and others 

  In this study we focused on the Flexible and Nervous group. Therefore we will carry out the 
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additional experiment for the Amenable and Useless group. In addition, we will investigate the 

test subject #e who was observed as a dangerous driver. To investigate these drivers, we will 

carry out an additional real-vehicle experiment and questionnaires. 

 

Constructing self-learning system 

  It is important how to make common our ISA system. For the distribution, it is needed that 

the system is able to categorize a driver into four driver groups by itself. And the system also 

detects a change of driver characteristics. If a driver becomes accustomed to the system or 

driving a vehicle, it is thought that the driver characteristics change and effectiveness of the 

system becomes small. To prevent these situations, we will construct a self-learning algorithm 

which can estimate the characteristics of driver. For the last time, we will design the device 

which has a self-learning algorithm for real-vehicles and conduct a demonstration experiment 

on actual roads.  

 

Clarifying the acceptance of the ISA system 

  In this study, we optimized the HMI of ISA system based on effectiveness of the system. 

However, we didn’t clarify the acceptance of optimized system by a subjective assessment. 

Acceptance is very important to keep the system effectiveness and it is influenced by a 

personal characteristic. Therefore we will construct a questionnaire to clarify the acceptance of 

system. 
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